WORKS-IN-PROGRESS DISCUSSIONS
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25, 2023  |  4 - 6PM
ACKERMAN HALL, CARLOS MUSEUM 3rd FLOOR

4:00 p.m. Welcome by Fox Center Director Walter S. Melion
Opening Remarks by Dianne M. Stewart, Samuel Candler Dobbs Professor of Religion and African American Studies at Emory University

4:30 p.m. Group Discussions with Fox Center Fellows

To register, please email foxcenter@emory.edu and indicate your preferred topic of discussion from the list below.

Tanine Allison
Rejuvenating White Masculinity: Digital De-aging in Hollywood

Yeongju Lee
Latino Soldiers and Global Coloniality: The Korean War

Laura Vrana
Phillis Wheatley and African American Poetry of the “Post” Era

Calvin Warren
Incalculable Blackness: Mathematics and Existence

Rachel Bath
On the Value of Imperfect Empathy: Edith Stein on the Socially Dependent nature of Personal Becoming

Mary Dudziak
The Politics of Death in the U.S. War in Vietnam

Hwa Yeong Wang
The Birth of Feminist Consciousness in Confucian Philosophy

Mary Taylor Mann
A Turbulence of Blood and Brain: Reading Menstruation in Aurora Leigh

Victoria Bergstrom
"Rester dans l'image" (Staying in the Image): Anne Portugal’s Poetic Technologies

Ben Jeffery
Revenge Psychology and "Loss of Reality" in The Tempest

Dilek Huseyinzadegan
Reframing Freedom, or Re-Visioning the History of Political Thought

Cheryl Crowley
Stars Shining on Water: Japanese Women Haikai Poets (1600-1810)